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The following method of computing sound velocity is essentially that of Rankine.1 It may not be so mathematically elegant as the " velocity potential" method, used by Lord Rayleigh,2 for instance, but it has the great advantage of revealing, rather than concealing, the physical processes involved.
Consider an ordinary sound wave (great explosions which result in additions to the atmosphere, and, hence, require a modified treatment, are excluded) at some distance from its origin, traveling through the atmosphere. As above explained, this disturbance must consist of longitudinal motions of the air particles in the line of travel of the sound, resulting in alternate compressions and rarefactions. This follows from the fact that the atmosphere is elastic only to changes of volume and not to twists or bends. Furthermore, it is clear that these sound excursions of the air particles are small—not even leaves visibly quiver as any ordinary sound passes—and the pressure changes comparatively slight, too slight indeed to be felt.
Clearly, an atmospheric wave of any form, harmonic or otherwise, can be made to progress unchanged through air at any given speed, by applying to each particle a proper external force, directed along the line of travel, in addition to the internal f<
Let the external force be X per s^a*^ V,^JLIUXIJ.ICU^JL x^ u^ ^xv propagation, that is, per square centimeter of a plane wave front over which, of course, all particles are in the same vibration phase, and, hence, subject to exactly equal forces; and let X vary in such manner from phase to phase as to keep the form of the wave unchanged and to give it a uniform velocity v. To further simplify the problem, consider an imaginary tube of unit cross-section, parallel to the line of propagation and extending through the wave front slightly into the undisturbed region on one side, and more or less into the disturbed region on the other. Let this tube be fixed in position, and let the atmosphere flow past it. exactly opposite in direction to that of the sound propagation. That is, let the sound waves or that arbitrary portion of a single one, within the tube, though continuously affecting new material, be absolutely fixed in position and condition.
What, under these circumstances, are the relations between the forces involved, internal and external, and the deductions therefrom?
Since the quantity and state of the air within the tube is constant, it is obvious that its momentum is also constant, and also, under the given conditions, wholly along the line of propagation. Hence, the momentum entering the front of the tube during a given interval, one second, say, is equal to the momentum leaving it during the same interval. This momentum per second consists of two parts, (a) the mass entering,
lPkU. Trans., 160; 277, 1870. a "Theory of Sound," 2; 15.

